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There was a time when lion (Oom Leeuw) could fly. He had iron claws and skin and ribs that
stretched from his back much like a bat. He could fold his wings into his body and then extend
them with such majesty.

From the air, lion searched for his next meal. He loved springbok or zebra. He searched for nice
fat animals while swooping in the air. He used his claws and fell upon these animals one by one.
Oom Leeuw was only afraid of one thing. He was strong and never wished to break any bones of
the animals he hunted. No one understood why. After the kills, he kept the bones in his home
and commanded the White Crows to watch over them, to make sure those bones never broke.
White Crows are more rare, and Oom Leeuw could fly and see if a baby White Crow was born and
then train it to watch those bones. These White Crows guarded two at a time.

One day, Bullfrog asked what the White Crows guarded. “We watch the bones for Oom Leeuw so
that they do not break,” the White Crows replied. “Ah, I can watch the bones for a little while so
you can stretch your wings,” said Bullfrog.

As the White Crows did not see Oom Leeuw anywhere on the ground or in the sky, they agreed
and let Bullfrog guard for a moment. When the White Crows were out of sight, Bullfrog smiled. “I
do not know why Oom Leeuw needs these bones unbroken. Let’s see what happens when they
are broken.”

Bullfrog broke every bone on that pile.
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The sounds of cracking bones brought back the White Crows. But it was too late. The White
Crows cried, “Oom Leeuw will eat us now!”

Bullfrog only hopped away.

“Bullfrog! Oom Leeuw will find you! He will get you with his iron claws!”

“White Crows! Tell Oom Leeuw that a man broke the bones and lives at the dam. He can get his
revenge there.”

By that time, Bullfrog hid in the dam before the White Crows could peck him.

Meanwhile, Oom Leeuw roamed by land. He saw a herd of zebras and decided this would be the
time to fly, swoop, and eat. When he spread out his wings, flapped them, but could not lift from
the ground. He tried again and again. Nothing.

He roared a terrible roar that shook the whole earth.

He rushed to the White Crows and demanded answers. He saw the bones all broken. He jumped
about rather than flew. The White Crows understood that Oom Leeuw could not fly and they
were not so afraid. They said, “A man broke all the bones. You can get your revenge on him. He
lives at the dam.”

Oom Leeuw roared and shook the earth again. The White Crows happily flew away, ready to tell
the world that Oom Leeuw could no longer fly.

Oom Leeuw rushed to the dam. He only found Bullfrog but no man. He wished to take revenge
on something, even if it was not a man. He jumped for Bullfrog, but Bullfrog was too quick and
hid among the mud of the dam. Again and again, Oom Leeuw had no success with Bullfrog.
Then, Oom Leeuw had an idea. “Maybe I can mend those bones!” Oom Leeuw rushed back home
to see if he could mend them. Nothing he did ever brought back his ability to fly.

Oom Leeuw learned a new way to hunt. He would creep and crawl and prowl and jump on
animals unawares. This was harder than flying. He was not as dangerous as before.

Today, White Crows no longer speak. They only say, “Craw! Craw!” Once all animals and people
knew that Oom Leeuw was unable to fly, they never regained their voices.

As for Bullfrog, he loves to be near the dam. He laughs any time that Oom Leeuw jumps to get
him. Oom Leeuw roars in frustration. Bullfrog has always been able to jump faster than Oom
Leeuw.


